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Abstract
™

The Giftz Network.
• Digital Wallet
• Crypto-Points
• Points Exchange
GIFTZ™	
  LOYALTY	
  REWARDS	
  ON	
  THE	
  BLOCKCHAIN
Rewards Media, Inc., is a Los Angeles-based company with the goal of unifying the
rewards and loyalty industry by offering Giftz™ on the blockchain.
and legacy architecture of the Rewards Media business
will serve as a baseline for the newly developed Giftz™
Network with cryptographic “points.” As Giftz™ enhances
its interfaces and adds new features, merchants will have
a growing set of tools for managing incentives and loyalty

Airlines have been selling their rewards miles to banks
and passengers for years. According to an estimate by
Stifel Financial Corp., each mile fetches an airline
between 1.5 cents to 2.5 cents and billions are bought
each year. Bloomberg states, “Airlines make more
money selling miles than seats.”34 Banks have
successfully increased engagement by rewarding air miles
to their bank cardholders, leading thousands of other
businesses to buy miles as rewards. Consumers also
purchase miles in an effort to top up their frequent flier
accounts. Selling miles as rewards currency is a big part
of the airline business model.

marketing campaigns. Loyalty coins will be more
accessible and transferable than traditional rewards
points as more and more blockchain solutions become
available. Giftz™ will lead this sector by welcoming all
future loyalty coins within it's ecosystem, providing a
place for the community to trade their tokens,
without having to list them on a public exchange. Imagine
trading up from tokenized air miles to private jet-coins.

The Giftz™ Network will sell blockchain based cryptopoints like airlines sell miles. Any business can buy them.
Consumers acquire crypto-points to top up their Giftz™
account and Giftz™ Card and can redeem such points
anywhere Visa Cash is accepted. Businesses with
foresight can capitalize on the excitement of a rewards
cryptocurrency as a unique value proposition for their
customers. Use as app-coins, hotel-coins, car-rentalcoins, or even private jet-coins. Giftz™ members can earn
and share these tokens with friends and family, because
they own the cypto-points they've received in their secure,
private wallet. Giftz™ members can also top up their
mobile wallet app that comes with a companion plastic
Giftz™Card, much like the Starbucks Rewards App-Card.
For merchants, the Standard Giftz™ Program is FREE simply pay for the tokens..."its" a win/win. The Founders of
Giftz™ have given away millions of dollars in survey
incentives and there is no better team to bring this new
cryptographic rewards program to the blockchain. Existing
infrastructure such as servers, user-base, revenue models

GIFTZ REWARDS TOKENS CAN BE USED TO:
•
•
•
•
•
•

INCREASE new business & secure new customers
DRIVE incremental sales from existing customers
REDUCE attrition
MAXIMIZE marketing effectiveness
LEVERAGE data
BUILD loyalty

In addition, the existing Rewards Media applications,
such as the Waulit™ App (beta avail now on Android &
iOS) and www.waulit.com web pages will be updated and
secured for the blockchain. The most exciting addition is
the Giftz™ tiered cryptocurrency rewards tokens called
itCoin®Black, itCoin®Gold & itCoin®Silver, each with
specific redemption controls and values within the
ecosystem. The highest value and only token sold
publicly is the exclusive itCoin®Black which will be
offered during a token sale, at giftz.io, scheduled
on Black Friday, Nov 24, 2017.
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Giftz™ Ecosystem

DURING THE GIFTZ™ TOKEN SALE those
who buy 3 BTC or 50 ETH or more worth of
itCoin® Black will pre-qualify* for our High-NetWorth, Black Giftz™ Card. Available until token
sale ends. *Rules & regulations apply

The Giftz™ Network consists of a loyalty ecosystem, rewards tokens, digital wallet
and a platform for consumers to auction tokenized points.
01. Giftz™
02. itCoin

®

Network: Merchants, Loyalty Programs, Consumers, Traders & Developers
®

®

®

Rewards Tokens: itCoin Black, itCoin Gold, itCoin Silver (brandable, i.e. Nordstrom Gold)

03. Waulit™

Wallet: Secure, direct, peer-to–peer transactions using block producers (trusted third parties)

04. Auction

Trading Community: Giftz™ Auctions – Trading Loyalty Tokens (without Exchanges)

™

01. Giftz Loyalty Network.
The Giftz™ community will welcome consumers, merchants, traders and developers. Aside from
providing a Loyalty Program for un-serviced merchants, our platform can be used in conjunction with
existing loyalty programs to add value. The Deloitte Center for Financial Services says, Blockchain-Based
Loyalty Networks integrate disparate programs and/or un-serviced merchants into an interlinked network.
With this collaboration with loyalty rewards participants, blockchain has the potential to streamline
execution and administration of their programs with near-real-time transparency and cut costs.6
Merchants with existing loyalty programs can also use Giftz™ as an add-on to remove points liability from
their balance sheets. With itCoin® crypto-points the merchant sends our physical token reward from their
business account wallet to the consumer’s wallet, removing liability at the moment the network confirms
the transfer. Amex now allows their cardholders to redeem their Amex Points inside of the Amazon Store
reducing their points liability. As loyalty tokens become the norm, The Giftz™ Network will accept other
program’s tokenized points in exchange for itCoin®.

“Rewards Media (Giftz™) is an existing Loyalty Rewards business, has an A-List
team, killer token application and a clever way to get mass adoption (of a crypto).”
ICO Crowd Magazine (Issue: Sept 2017)
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®

02. itCoin Rewards Tokens (see “technologies for use cases” for mechanics)
Rewards Media chose the name itCoin® from polls done at Worldwide Panel which determined the
psychological association between itCoin® and Bitcoin, improved user participation. The Giftz™ Loyalty
Tokens are tiered; current levels are, itCoin® Black, Gold and Silver, but perhaps in the future we could
introduce new brand or gem levels.

EOS	
  IS	
  	
  
EXAMPLE	
  
ONLY	
  

03. Waulit™ App, Website (see “technologies for use cases” for mechanics)
The Android & iOS Waulit™ (or www.waulit.com website) is the digital
wallet our Giftz™ members will use to collect, top up, trade, share,
®
auction or redeem their itCoin . You can redeem for cash and
merchandize via the free value based Waulit™ Loyalty Card that
®
comes with the app. Currently the Waulit™ holds itCoin Points
®
only (not tokens), so our members earn itCoin Points for
participating in paid offers, surveys and by viewing ads in the app.
®
With the proceeds of our itCoin Black Token Sale, we will
®
tokenize our itCoin Points. After the blockchain development
period, Waulit™ will be able to handle new types of secure
services such as secure registration, authentication and
authorization of members when performing transactions that are
managed by the secure blockchain ledger.
04. Giftz™ Auctions – Trading Loyalty Tokens (without Exchanges)
The Giftz™ Network Community will have access to a trading platform within its
ecosystem (without Exchanges). At the moment, most if not all trading platforms for
virtual currencies are based on the operations of exchanges. Exchanges serve
an important function, but are not without problems.
The Giftz™ Network will
implement a completely different and innovative approach to trading tokens that is
based on auction technology. The proposed solution has two major characteristics:
(1) it solves most of the problems with current crypto currency systems, and (2) it is
compatible with current systems, i.e. it does not require any modifications. Our
auction platform will make The Giftz™ Network a true crypto-community.
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Blockchain Loyalty
PROBLEM
Consumers expect incentives and rewards from businesses, but stand-alone programs (like the Starbucks
Rewards App-Card or Best Buy Rewards Zone) are too costly for most merchants. Brands that fail to deliver
on these expectations are clearly at risk of losing those customers to competitors that do issue their
customers rewards. For those who do commit the funds for a program, consumers cite unclear value
propositions, lackluster program benefits and irrelevant offers. According to a research study by Edgell
Knowledge Network, titled "State of the Industry Research Series: Customer Loyalty in Retail", 81% of loyalty
27
members don't even know the benefits of their programs, or how and when they will receive rewards.
However, these problems are for those merchants who can afford loyalty programs - most cannot.
2

Best Buy spent $50 Million just upgrading their loyalty systems. Customers also want to feel like they’re
getting a great deal, something of high value, and offers that convey a sense of exclusivity. Most programs
simply lack excitement.

SOLUTION
Utilizing Giftz™ blockchain technology any merchant can afford a rewards program. The Giftz™ Network offers
two programs. 1) Do-It-Yourself (FREE – JUST BUY POINTS) Program for small to mid-sized merchants and 2)
a Low-cost Enterprise Black Coin (Managed) Program.
With either program, consumers can collect itCoin in stores, apps, games, websites and more. Due to high
demand from consumers, American Express launched “Plenti” on May 4, 2015. Plenti is a coalition loyalty
program that allows members to earn and redeem points across various brands. A coalition loyalty program
offers a wider range of incentives associated with a single card, but costs are too high for smaller businesses.
Our Universal Giftz™ Card solution brings costs down dramatically. SEE BELOW:
®

Blockchain	
  Will	
  Transform	
  Customer	
  Loyalty	
  Programs.	
  For	
  consumers	
  
juggling	
  an	
  array	
  of	
  loyalty	
  programs,	
  blockchain	
  could	
  provide	
  instant	
  
redemption	
  and	
  exchange	
  for	
  multiple	
  loyalty	
  point	
  currencies	
  on	
  a	
  single	
  
platform.	
  23	
  Harvard	
  Business	
  Review
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AUGMENTED REALITY/GAMIFICATION
compelling to the vast Gen Z demographic, which is
27 percent of the global population and has $44
billion in spending power.32 Chris Wong, VP of
Strategy and Ecosystem for IBM Global Consumer
Industry said, “Retailers are not ready for this
generation. A lot of things they’re doing are geared
to baby boomers and millennials, but they haven’t
thought about how Gen Z is different.”33 AR gifting
of crypto-rewards is a way for merchants to connect
with Gen Z, the fastest growing generation in the
workplace and the market. Giftz™ is working on it!

Shoppers will find itCoin® crypto-points in stores. Simply
download the free Waulit™ App and start earning
itCoin® for local retail store engagement. Users will get
“pinged” when they are near retailers who are offering
itCoin® crypto-points. Or shoppers can query our map to
find local stores offering hidden itCoin®. Capitalizing on
the excitement of games like Pokémon Go, Waulit™ will
use Beacons and GPS technologies as the tech behind
the gamified consumer reward experience. Users will be
able to capture itCoin® Gold and Silver, and redeem for
in-store cash value. This feature should be especially

Find cash, not
Pokémon!

Giftz™ provides Merchants new, fun ways to
distribute rewards to customers

VALUE
Add value for any generation when you give itCoin®Gold. Most customer loyalty programs use incentives such as a
free or discounted items after a certain number of purchases. These strategies have become stale and may actually
encourage customers to de-value the products. Perception is the key to value. What sets a business apart is in the
details - it's the chocolate on the pillow or glass of champagne at the salon. Giftz™ is the champagne that
differentiates you from your competitors. When a business gives itCoin® - they gift rewards gold.

“Consumers of Kellogg’s breakfast cereals get thanked with American Airlines miles; so do
subscribers to USA Today. Together, U.S.-based airlines sell nearly $2 billion worth of miles to
more than 22,000 businesses.”	
  	
  Harvard	
  Business	
  Review	
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Loyal customers are one of the primary drivers of any for-profit business. By building loyalty rewards
programs, companies aim to heighten the customer experience. In many cases, however, the opposite has
occurred. The implementation of blockchain can drive the customer experience to the next level - here’s how:
1.

Reducing costs
Although blockchain incurs upfront expenses, we believe that the trade-off cost savings will be identifiable
on three major levels–system management, transactional, and customer acquisition. A blockchain-based
loyalty rewards program should reduce system management costs with smart contracts that report secure,
6
tracked, transparent transactions to legacy systems, reducing costs associated with errors and fraud.

2.

Enabling a frictionless system
An airline credits a customer’s rewards in the same digital wallet from which he/she redeems them for the
hotel. Through a trustless, decentralized technology solution, blockchain is centralizing the customer’s
loyalty programs. Loyalty providers decide how and with whom the customer uses these rewards, but from a
6
consumer perspective, his/her ability to access and manage them is practically frictionless.

3.

Making the process near real-time
Blockchain can enable a transaction to be recorded and accessed by multiple involved parties in near real
time, increasing the chance that a loyalty rewards program provider can cut through coordination inertia to
6
credit points faster.

4.

Providing a secure environment
Blockchain creates an immutable and time-stamped distributed database entry of every single transaction
ever made, making each transaction and its record easily traceable, but also rendering them irreversible,
6
preventing double spending, fraud, abuse, and any other type of manipulation of the transactions.

5.

Creating unique business opportunities
At the onset of building an interlinked loyalty network, large loyalty rewards program providers with well6
developed programs will have unique opportunities to offer value-added services to other businesses.

“I	
  do	
  not	
  believe	
  that	
  any	
  merchants’	
  loyalty	
  program	
  
will	
  remain	
  competitive	
  if	
  they	
  do	
  not	
  tokenize	
  their	
  
rewards	
  and	
  allow	
  the	
  customer	
  to	
  take	
  physical	
  
possession	
  of	
  the	
  points	
  they’ve	
  earned.	
  	
  Those	
  
merchants	
  who	
  have	
  the	
  foresight	
  to	
  tokenize	
  their	
  
rewards	
  points	
  will	
  be	
  leaders	
  in	
  their	
  verticals.”	
  	
  
- John	
  Paukulis,	
  Founder	
  Giftz™
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“Blockchain is an ideal
remedy for what ails loyalty
rewards programs”6

™

Giftz Card Deposits
Starbucks Rewards App-Card has $1.2 Billion Dollars on deposit 26
WAULIT™ APP-CARDS
26

Starbucks has more deposits than Discovery Financial Services.
According to Forbes &
Statista; 41% of their customers in the U.S. and Canada now pay for beverages and snacks after
loading money onto their Starbuck's card. Starbuck's customers in the U.S. have loaded at least
$1.2 billion onto the company's cards and app. With 12 million loyalty members in the U.S. alone,
the coffee chain boasts more customer money on its cards than many banks have in deposits. The
Starbucks “ecosystem” is 12,000 stores; Giftz™ will offer a similar program to many more business
retailers all around the world.

Giftz™ is the Starbucks
Rewards App For Any Retailer.
Instead of “Stars” the Giftz™
®
Customer earns itCoin from
participating businesses.
Giftz™ is working with Trust
Commerce (credit card
processor) to find the right bank
partner for our program. The
CEO of Trust Commerce is Rob
Caulfied who is an Investor and
Advisor for Rewards Media, Inc.
Mr. Caulfield is an authority on
e-Commerce and data security,
the Industry Standard named
him the “Grandfather of e-Commerce.” With Mr. Caulfield’s guidance, we will choose which
Bank/Bankcard will benefit our organization the most. A large cash liquidity pool gives us leverage.

$16 BILLION IN POINTS GO UNCLAIMED EACH YEAR IN US
31

A Buried Treasure The 2011 Forecast of U.S. Consumer Loyalty Program Points Value study finds
that $16B worth of rewards go unclaimed each year in the USA alone. You might think this was a
good thing for the issuer, but there are many non-expiry laws around the world prohibiting that liability
from being removed from their balance sheets. Giftz™ crypto-points can remove this liability.

“Three decades after the inception of the modern frequent flyer program, the
rewards industry is ripe for a transition from a culture of accumulation to one
of realization in the fullest sense,” says Nancy Gordon, chief operating
officer for Miami-based Swift Exchange, which co-sponsored the study.
“That means helping consumers make rewards-based purchases as easily as
they buy anything else in their daily lives.” 31
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Token Sale
ITCOIN® BLACK TOKEN SALE
STARTS NOVEMBER 24, 2017 (Black Friday) The Giftz™ Program will be supported through fees and other
business models proposed in the White Paper. Giftz™ will also conduct a token sale as the initial distribution
channel for itCoin® Black. The token sale is expected to commence in on November 24, 2017
(Black Friday) and will take place over approximately 90 days. The actual date of the sale may change
because of a range of factors, such as favorable market conditions and recommendations of consultants.

NEW - UPDATE (November 18, 2017):
SUBJECT TO CHANGE - ITCOIN® BLACK PRICING: 50,000,000 Tokens will be made available in total, of
which 38,000,000 will be held by The Giftz™ Network used for maintaining itCoin® Black liquidity pools and
future merchant sales.
12,000,000 will be made available for our Token Sale. All 12,000,000 Itcoin® Black will be sold during our 90
Day token sale. Giftz will have 90 23-Hour Sales Windows selling out each day. We have decided to do this to
spread out the sale to more buyers and get more itCoin® Black in circulation. Price will be calculated at the
end of the day based the total amount of ETH taken in that 23-Hour window, against that days pool. All tokens
will be issued during the end-of-day closed period (24th Hour - some delays may occur). Any ETH that does
not make the cutoff period will be returned. During the 90 23-hour windows anyone can put in any amount to
ETH they want to contribute and at the end of that days' sales period, price will be determined. 9,000,000
TOKENS WILL BE SOLD AND 3,000,000 GIVEN AWAY FOR BONUSES DURING THE SALES EVENT FOR
A TOTAL OF 12,000,000 ITC AS FOLLOWS: Day 1 10,000 ITC, Day 2, 20,000 ITC, Day 3, 30,000 ITC, Day 4,
40,000 ITC, Day 5, 50,000 ITC, Day 6, 60,000 ITC, Day 7, 70,000 ITC, Day 8, 80,000 ITC, Day 9, 90,000 ITC,
Day 10-81 will remain at 100,000 ITC each day. Day 82 110,000 ITC, Day 83, 120,000 ITC, Day 84, 130,000
ITC, Day 85, 140,000 ITC, Day 86, 150,000 ITC, Day 87, 160,000 ITC, Day 88, 170,000 ITC, Day 89, 180,000
ITC, Day 90, 190,000 ITC will be sold. During the 24th Hour (after the sales window has closed), each buyer
will automatically receive an amount of itCoin® Black corresponding to the amount of ETH transferred to our
contract address that corresponds to their portion of that day's pool (may take 24 hours for delivery). Please
note that Giftz™ reserves the right to amend, the sales price at any time as well as the number of itCoin®
Black for sale or the timing of the sale. Bonuse programs and changes will be announced on our website:
www.giftz.io.
®

BUYING THE ITCOIN® BLACK TOKEN The Giftz™ Network is selling itCoin Black tokens that will be
®
launched on the Ethereum Network (ERC20). The itCoin Black token can be purchased by traders, merchants
®
and shoppers. You will receive your itCoin Black immediately after the network has confirmed your transfer
®
of ETH to our Ethereum/Bitcoin contract address. You can access your itCoin Black immediately after your
®
purchase. However, you will only be able to see your itCoin Black in YOUR Ethereum wallet at this time. After
®
your purchase, you may transfer your itCoin Black to our Giftz™ Network Wallet
(viewable from your Waulit™ App). This is a manual process at this time.
®

ITCOIN® BLACK (CONSUMER USE IN ECOSYSTEM): To use your itCoin Black within our ecosystem, you
®
must generate Giftz™ Codes (points) viewable in your personal Waulit™. You can use your itCoin points
once converted, but you will be limited to daily maximums of PayPal Cash redemption (until our APIs have
been completed and tested for security).
ITCOIN® BLACK (MERCHANT USE IN ECOSYSTEM): Merchants will be able to hold or trade or use
®
their itCoin Black to generate Giftz™ Codes (see above rules), but you will not be able to give away
rewards to your customers until the client platform is completed in 2018. Please go to https://www.giftz.network
®
to join our pilot program. The minimum amount of BTC or ETH accepted during sales of itCoin Black is
®
$30.00 USD. Please remember, that since itCoin Black is an ERC20 compatible token; transfers will be
subject to standard gas/fees. BTC WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED UNTIL DAY 10 OF OUR TOKENSALE.
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TOKEN SALE DISTRIBUTION
The Giftz Network team expects to utilize funds in the following areas:
• Software Development, smart contract development, product development, security reviews, etc.
• Corporate Infrastructure Growth: This includes overhead, staff and key employees.
• Business Development: This includes cultivating partnerships with different players in the industry,
identifying new markets and opportunities for products and services, customer acquisitions.
• Legal/patent: This includes on-going fees and compliance, token sale structure, tax and legal advice.
• Founding Investors & Advisor Compensation: This includes any buy backs of convertible notes,
dividends or compensation due investors and advisors.
• Token Sale Fees: This includes the costs associated with launching the itCoin® Black token sale.
• Community Development: This includes incentives for the community.
• External Costs, Security Audits, Bug Bounties as the blockchain community grows so will other costs
associated with technology an development.

TOKEN SALE ALLOCATION
12,000,000 ITC FOR SALE:
28% Reserved for sales incentives and
bounties for development community
35% Allocated for liquidity pools, token
utility spending and blockchain build-out
23% Allocated for corp infrastructure,
sales teams, sales growth, dev team,
advisors and founding investors
14% Allocated to the promotional teams
and those contributors helping us launch
and manage the token sale

Merchants and their customers will need itCoin® Black ERC20 Tokens to
participate in the Giftz™ Ecosystem.
A finite amount of itCoin® Black will be allotted for public purchase.
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Road Map
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Architecture
LEGACY
The legacy architecture of the Giftz™ rewards business serves as a baseline for the newly developed
Blockchain based network. As Giftz™ enhances existing interfaces and adds new interfaces; merchants
and retail consumers should experience a seamless integration of existing experiences with merchant and
Giftz™ tools for managing reward and loyalty points. New interfaces will include tools for the management
of cryptographic tokens over both external markets and Giftz™ internal reward and loyalty programs.

LEVERAGED BASELINE

®

Retail consumer incentives are improved with the addition of digital, cryptographic itCoin tokens. The itCoin
provides a system which is more accessible, available, and transferable than traditional reward programs
based upon Giftz™ Cards and digital wallet. The current systems and web pages used by hundreds of
thousands of existing Rewards Media members can be reused as a baseline from which to add new use
cases of rewards and incentives for Giftz™, as depicted below in Figure 1.
FIGURE 1.	
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®

ABOVE: FIGURE 1. Architecture Migration
The blue box in Figure 1 represents the data system for the Giftz™ ecosystem backend. The Giftz™ data
system is synchronized across its two major elements, the existing SQL database and the blockchain,
which is the truth data. A transaction between the Giftz™ web server and the backend data system starts
®
with consumers and merchants performing a transaction with itCoin Gold and Silver tokens. Each itCoin®
Gold and Silver transaction updates the SQL database and creates a corresponding internal exchange
blockchain transaction, submitted by the Giftz™ secure, full node, requiring private keys of the Giftz™ -‐
controlled cryptograhic wallets for the involved accounts.

ID #

Primary Purpose

High-‐Level Functions

1

Provides consumers/retail
customers a means to directly buy
®
or sell itCoin Black from various
®
public markets of itCoin Black and
Ether, i.e. {iT,ETH} pair, or
®
government fiat, i.e. {itCoin USD},
on the Ethereum blockchain.
®
Merchant B2B interface into itCoin
Black activity and economy,
automated monitor and trade

Trade Ether for itCoin Black
over public exchanges and
deployed smart contracts

2

3
4

5

Existing interfaces to PoS systems
and B2B merchant interface
Existing consumer-‐facing user
interfaces from merchant, may be
enhanced to support additional
rewards and incentives use cases
®
from itCoin Black integration
Enhanced B2B, machine-tomachine interfaces between
merchant and Giftz servers to
®
facilitate itCoin Black to
Gold/Silver exchanges, redemption,

Protocols

®

Ethereum
smart
contracts

Data Model and
Cardinality
Personal
Ethereum wallets
Many to One

Trading
APIs
Blockchain to merchant B2B
interface for clearing and
finalization of transactions
across payment systems
Traditional transactional
management
Consumer engagement,
retention, and data collection

®

Internal execution of itCoin
Black to Gold/Silver exchanges

Ether smart
contracts
Trading
APIs
Legacy

Merchant Ether
wallets

Legacy

Legacy

Ether to
USD
protocols

SQL to
distributed
database
synchronization

®

Transfers of itCoin Gold and
Silver across Waulits over
DPOS blockchain wallets
®

Wide distribution of itCoin Gold
and Silver on schedule and/or
programs

Many to One
Legacy

HTTPS
Many to One
DPOS
blockchain
InterLedger
Protocols

Redemption to USD

Cont.
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6

Enhanced consumer-‐facting user
interfaces from Giftz™, to include
®
supporting use cases for itCoin
Black, Gold, and Silver coin
management, transfers,
exchanges, redemption, reports,
and account management

®

itCoin buying and selling

HTTPS

®

itCoin transfers

SQL
Many to One

®

itCoin Black to Gold/Siver
®
exchange itCoin
Gold/Silver redemption
Waulit balance reports
Account management
Available reward and incentive
promotions, plans, programs,
and offers

7

8

This is the primary gateway to the
government fiat economy, i.e. USD,
by money transmitting and payment
processing on USD. Also is the
SQL database of accounts and
transactions, synchronized with the
Ether and DPOS blockchains on a
frequent basis, which supports the
legacy database of reward and
incentive programs and status
across merchants
Full node on both Ether and DPOS
blockchains, as well as the key
manager for all the blockchain
wallets. All blockchain transactions
start here and end here.

Backend services for mobile
Giftz™ applications
Legacy database of merchant
reward and incentive programs
and status

Legacy

Enhanced database for
blockchain transactions across
the Ether and DPOS
blockchains

API to Giftz™ server to handle
blockchain queries

Money
transmitter
protocols

HTTPS

DPOS wallets

P2P

Ether wallets

Key management
Offline key
storage

®

itCoin buying and selling
®

9

P2P interface to the Ether
and DPOS blockchains

itCoin transfers
Connects to peer nodes and
maintains
connection to receive updates

HTTPS
P2P

®

itCoin buying and selling
®

10

Management of Ethereum
®
smart contracts for itCoin Black
and manager of
monitors across public exchanges
®
of order books of itCoin Black for
prices
below the peg. Also
responsible for the critical
management of the Ether
®
and itCoin Black liquidity
pools and implementation
of pricing models.

Payment
processing
protocols

itCoin transfers
Ethererum smart contracts

HTTPS

Trading bots

P2P

Realtime management of public
pricing strategy
®

Enforce Ether and itCoin Black
liquidity pool rules
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One to One
Blockchain
distributed
databases,
Ethereum and
DPOS
Two to One
Many to One

INTERFACE DESIGN DESCRIPTION
Each interface is numbered in the diagram below. Most are new or enhanced and are tabled below,
describing the high-level purpose and functions of each interface.

USE CASES - EXAMPLE ONLY (Based on $10.00 ITC VALUE)
®

This section discusses the various ways for merchants to manage their itCoin within the Giftz™ Network
®
and for consumers to earn, manage and redeem their itCoin .
(A) itCoin Black using Ethereum Giftz smart contract (hypothetical $10USD Value):
a) 1 Silver itCoin = 0.0001 USD = Silver Peg
®

b) 1 Gold itCoin = 10,000 Silver itCoin = 1 USD = Gold Peg
®

®

c) 1 Black itCoin = 10 Gold itCoin = 10 USD = Black Peg
®

®

d) Consumer has Giftz™ account and Waulit™
e) Period has stable (USD, Ether) market
f) itCoin Black peg price feed available on Giftz™ web site – serves as market order price for smart
contract in order to execute buys
®

®

A consumer or merchant executes the Giftz™ smart contract from his Ethereum wallet to buy itCoin Black
tokens at the published peg price from the Giftz™ web site. After a completed transaction, the buyer
®
receives the amount of itCoin Black coins, at the pegged exchange rate into his Ethereum wallet.
(B) Price Peg is Best Ask - based on hypothetical value of $10US:
a) 1 Silver itCoin = 0.0001 USD = Silver Peg
®

b) 1 Gold itCoin = 10,000 Silver itCoin = 1 USD = Gold
Peg
®

®

c) 1 Black itCoin = 10 Gold itCoin = 10 USD = Black Peg
®

®

d) Consumer has Giftz™ account and Waulit™
e) Period has stable (USD, Ether) market
A consumer wants to buy a Black coin with 1 Ether. The Giftz™ pegged Black to ETH price on the Poloniex
public market

Black
ETH

is

Black
USD

×

USD
ETH

, which is

!

!!!

𝑥

!"

= 33.3 at last ETH price of $333. The consumer

!

®

submits a bid at the peg price, the lowest price on market, for 1 Ether, receiving 33.3 itCoin Black coins.
®
Those 33.3 coins are submitted for exchange to itCoin Gold coins through the Giftz™ web server, using the
pegged Black to Gold exchange rate,

Gold
Black

=

Gold
USD

𝑥

USD
Black

=

!
!

𝑥

!"

®

!

®

= 10, transferring 333 itCoin Gold

coins. The Giftz™ Ether wallet receives 1 Ether and 33.3 itCoin Black coins. The Giftz™ DPOS wallet is
®
®
debited 333 itCoin Gold coins and the consumer DPOS wallet is credited with 333 itCoin Gold coins.
(C) Price Peg is NOT the Best Ask - Hypothetical $10US Value):
a) 1 Silver itCoin

®

= 0.0001 USD = Silver Peg

b) 1 Gold itCoin = 10,000 Silver itCoin = 1 USD = Gold Peg
®

®

c) 1 Black itCoin = 10 Gold itCoin = 10 USD = Black Peg
®

®

d) Consumer has Giftz™ account and Waulit™
e) Period has stable (USD, Ether) market
A consumer wants to buy a Black coin with 1 Ether. The Giftz™ pegged Black to ETH price on the Poloniex
public market Black is
ETH

Black
USD

×

USD
ETH

, which is

!
!"

𝑥

!!!
!

= 33.3 at last ETH price of $333. The consumer

submits a bid lower than the peg price for 1 Ether. Giftz™ does not meet the bid but an external itCoin
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®

Black holder submits a lower ask than the Giftz™ peg for 1 Ether, in hopes of enticing the consumer to
match the external itCoin® Black ask price. Giftz™ auto monitors markets for lower asks and immediately
meets the ask before the consumer can change his market order to meet the lower ask. The lower ask
USD
!
!!!
price is, Black = Black
×
=
×
= 37
ETH

USD !"#$%

!

ETH

!

®

At this point, Giftz™ receives 37 itCoin Black coins for 1 Ether. At the peg, 1 Ether brings in 33.3 itCoin
Black coins. So the Ether liquidity pool, at this point, has more Ether than necessary to cover all
®
outstanding itCoin
Black coins in the public domain, since Giftz™ now has this Ether revenue excessblack ×
!"

37 − 33 ×

ETH
Black !"#

®

=

= 0.12ETH = 40$

!!!

(D) Ether and USD Liquidity Pool Balance Dynamics - Pre-conditions:
a) Volatile (Ether, USD) public markets
b) Existing public markets for (Ether, itCoin Black)
®

c) (Ether, itCoin Black) public market APIs exist
®

d) All itCoin Black coins have been sold at an Ether peg price (i.e. the peg price at time of sale)
®

Although this adds technical risk to Giftz™ financials, there are significant benefits to investors, merchants
and retail consumers. For investors, having these liquidity pools provide the working capital to perform
®
®
buybacks to enforce a price floor on the internal (USD, itCoin Black) market and the public (ETH, itCoin
Black) exchange market. These buybacks mitigate against downward Ether price pressure, thereby
®
providing protections on their investment. For merchants and retail customers, itCoin Black coins have
®
more value than a means to obtain Gold and Silver loyalty coins. itCoin Black coins are protected
investments as well and so offer another benefit beyond just loyalty rewards only.
®

The pool dynamics include changes on distribution percentages across USD and Ether from itCoin Black
coin sales as well as liquidity pool size. These dynamics are described in Figures 3 and 4 in the Technical
®
®
Risks section. Generally, buyers and sellers of itCoin Black coins over public (Ether, itCoin Black) markets
are heavily influenced by (Ether, USD) public markets. It is critical that these liquidity pools are maintained
®
so that the price controls can be effective in dampening the effects on (Ether, itCoin Black) markets from
large USD price drops of Ether.
Given an USD price peg of itCoin® Black, if the USD price of Ether increases, it causes downward price
®
pressure against the Ether, itCoin Black peg. Figure 2 below depicts this basic scenario. Subsequently,
®
public domain holders of itCoin Black can sell at a lower Ether price in an attempt to make a profit on
®
itCoin Black coins bought at a previous Ether price peg. This triggers the Giftz™ price control to use Ether
from the Ether liquidity pool to match that sell ask. This continues until either the sell market on lower than
peg is bought off or Giftz™ has hit the floor on minimum size of the Ether liquidity pool. At this point, USD
from the USD liquidity pool is used to further mitigate the sell market lower than peg. This continues until
either the sell market on lower than peg is bought off or Giftz™ has hit the floor on minimum size of the USD
liquidity pool. Further mitigations exist which provide resistance up this point. Those are,
®

®

•

Giftz™ maintains an itCoin Black liquidity pool to limit the total number of public domain itCoin
Black coins relative to the pool holdings;

•
•

Naked shorting on (Ether, USD) or (Ether, itCoin Black) public markets is not possible;
Giftz™ maintains and owns a sizeable block of customer and merchant Ethereum wallets, thereby,
allowing, to a certain extent, control on timing of transfers and insight into the dynamics of the total
possible sell side volume; and,
®
Giftz™ smart contract only exchanges Ether for itCoin Black coins at the published peg price
®
which is adjusted to peg USD value of each itCoin Black coin.

•

®

The figure below depicts the above scenario (cont.)
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EXAMPLE ONLY: Figure 2 Effects on Ether price on itCoin® given hypothetical 10$ USD price peg
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In the opposite direction of price, if the price of Ether against the USD decreases, it causes upward price
®
pressure against the (Ether, itCoin Black) peg. Subsequently, public domain holders of Ether can buy
®
itCoin Black at the lower Ether peg price and make a profit. This triggers the Giftz™ risk control to cancel
any outstanding asks at peg and resubmits at a higher priced peg, thereby increasing the peg price. This
exposes previously higher ask orders, which the Giftz™ price control matches by using Ether from the Ether
liquidity pool to match that sell ask. This continues until either the sell market on lower than ‘just increased
peg’ is bought off or Giftz™ has hit the floor on minimum size of the Ether liquidity pool. At this point, USD
from the USD liquidity pool is used to further mitigate the sell market lower than ‘just increased peg’. This
continues until either the sell market on lower than ‘just increased peg’ is bought off or Giftz™ has hit the
floor on minimum size of the USD liquidity pool.
(E) Redemption of Gold and Silver to USD - hypothetical $10US Value:
a) 1 Silver itCoin = 0.0001 USD = Silver Peg
®

b) 1 Gold itCoin = 10,000 Silver itCoin = 1 USD = Gold Peg
®

®

c) 1 Black itCoin = 10 Gold coins = 10 USD = Black Peg
®

d) Consumer has Giftz™ account and Waulit™
A consumer wants to redeem the minimum value for cash to the value-based redemption card (debit). The
minimum redemption value is 10 USD. The consumer logs into his account and issues a redemption
request for 10 USD from his account balance. The Giftz™ ecosystem performs a DPOS blockchain
transfer, moving the requisite number of DPOS coins to the Giftz™ DPOS wallet. Once the DPOS
blockchain transfer is complete, Giftz™ loads the value-based redemption card.
(F) Redemption of Black to Gold and Silver
Same as (5) but reversed.

TECHNOLOGIES FOR USE CASES
The Giftz™ Network (TGN), is a blockchain loyalty ecosystem and customer engagement program. It offers
the following services to its members:
(1) Giftz™ Global Blockchain Rewards Ecosystem
(2) itCoin Rewards Tokens (Gold and Silver Tokens in the Ecosystem)
®

(3) itCoin Black Tokens (Traded Token)
®

(4) Mobile Waulit™
(5) Value-Based Loyalty Token Auction/Exchange
(A) Giftz™ Mobile Waulit™
The Waulit™ is the mobile client for the Giftz™ system. In addition to ad-push and rewards offers, Waulit™ will
handle three types of services for members of the Giftz™ system: (1) registration, authentication and
authorization of Giftz™ system members, when performing transactions, plus data privacy for users, (2) all
financial transactions of the Giftz™ system, and (3) security of transactions based on multi–signature
cryptographic schemes utilizing secure cryptographic objects managed by the secure blockchain ledger.
With these properties, the Waulit™ will perform secure, direct, peer-to–peer transactions that can be
validated by their recipients, with use of block producers (as trusted third parties) and without blocks and
settlement delays. A core feature of the Giftz™ Waulit™ is that it will be deployed in a secure
ecosystem supported by the secure blockchain ledger. This implies that the Waulit™ is also TEE
(Trusted Execution Environment), which provides security services to our users. In order to mitigate
security problems with hackers and privacy violations with service providers, The Giftz™ Network
Systems will use an innovative approach to ensure security, privacy and anonymity of users. Giftz™ will
not store users’ personal and sensitive data on application servers at all.
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Sensitive personal security credentials will only be stored in personal secure applications installed on users’
workstations, in their personal “vaults” (in a secure cloud), or in smart phones - all in encrypted form. Users’
identification data and security credentials will be completely encrypted, securely stored, and handled only
by Trusted Execution Environments (TEE). One version of the TEE, (with lower level of security),
will be implemented as software (cryptographic “vault”). For a higher-level security version, TEE will be
based on smart cards. With this approach, all Giftz™ data records and application objects will be
encrypted by the crypto engines of the TEE located either on the users’ workstations, in secure cloud
“vaults” or on the users’ mobile phones. Application objects will be cryptographically encapsulated
(encrypted and/or digitally signed) immediately after their creation by our system applications and before
they are sent to the Giftz™ system. Data will be cryptographically encapsulated and then uploaded to the
sharing/storage servers.
When users’ personal security credentials, are retrieved from the secure blockchain and stored
in local TEEs of smart phones, this enables two core security services, sender’s authenticity
and receiver’s authenticity. Sender’s authenticity means that all users in the Giftz™ system will be
able to (undeniably) validate that a specific transaction has been created by a specific user. This
service is provided by the combination of cryptographic hashing and digital signature. Receiver’s
authenticity is a security service that guarantees that only the intended recipient can receive the
transaction in which he/she is the receiving party. This service is provided by the combination of
secret key cryptography and digital encapsulation called “digital (cryptographic) enveloping.”
However, contrary to other standard secure Internet applications (such as secure E-mail), it is well
known that hashing and digital signing is not an appropriate security service for
blockchain applications and objects. The reason is that the threat module in the blockchain
application is fundamentally different from the threat model for standard Internet applications.
The solution for this problem is the multi-signature mechanism. In general, mulit-sig means that more than
one party should sign a transaction. In order for this approach to work the first issue that must be solved is
the privacy of transaction creators. If some other party should sign the transaction, it should not be in the
position to inspect transaction data. Provided that this issue is solved, then a multi-signature
Waulit™ would provide undeniable validation of transactions for all members of the system.
Since analysis of the threat model combined with analysis of roles and authorizations of different parties in the
Giftz™ system is very complex issue, it will be pursued and solved as one of the long-term tasks of the
Giftz™ system after funding.
The principal approach with any security system is to establish a Security Policy Authority, the entity that will
create, enforce and control Security Policy. This Authority will determine which entities in the system will be
validators of transactions using multi-signature protocol.
(B) Giftz™ Auctions – Trading Loyalty Tokens (without Exchanges)
At the moment, most if not all trading platforms for virtual currencies are based on the operations
of exchanges. Most of which originated from the concept of Bitcoin system and exchanges
for Bitcoins. However, it is well known that current concepts, implementations, and operational experiences
with Bitcoin and other crypto currencies have many problems. Some of them are so serious that they
jeopardize future large-scale use and even challenge the survival of cryptocurrencies. Thus far,
some solutions proposed for these problems have had objectionable consequences, such as splitting
Bitcoin into two systems, extending the block size, and speeding up validation procedures. The
Giftz™ Network Systems will implement a completely different and innovative approach. The proposed
solution has two major characteristics: (a) it solves most of the problems with current crypto currency
systems, and (b) it is compatible with current systems, i.e. it does not require any modifications.
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The new system will be based on two core innovative ideas: (1) special cryptographic protocols of multiparty signatures and (2) cryptographic enveloping to validate users’ addresses, identities, and transactions.
Digital (cryptographic) enveloping has been described in the previous section.
The second idea is to introduce the system / protocol for trading cryptocurrencies based on community
auctions and not on centralized or distributed exchanges. Therefore, the system will not use any centralized
components and it will performs instantaneous, truly peer-to-peer transactions. With this approach, trading
any Loyalty Tokens (Tokenized Miles, Tokenized Points) will be performed as peer-to-peer transactions and
all users will have full privacy and anonymity. Our auction platform will make The Giftz™ Network a true
community.
(C) Giftz™ Secure Blockchain Ledger
C.1 Giftz System – Single Instance System Architecture
This section describes the internal architecture (components and protocols) of the complete Giftz™ Network
Systems. The system has four types of IT clients: (1) workstation browser, (2) mobile browser, (3) Giftz™
Waulit™ for iPhone, and (4) Giftz™ Waulit™ for Android smart phones.
Front–end interface for browser clients will be Giftz™ System Portal. Back–end server comprises micro
services functional modules for all Giftz™ system transactions. For bank–to–bank account transfers,
the system will be in the back connected to the inter-banking (ACH) network. For bankcard transactions,
the system will be in the back connected to the international bankcard network. For Ethereum or
Bitcoin transactions, the system will be in the back connected to the Ethereum or Bitcoin network.
After a person or business entity registers (login), the user will be transferred to the internal Giftz™ Waulit™
System Dashboard & Menu where all functions and transactions will be performed and viewed. All
®
registered user’s accounts - including but not limited to; itCoin (Giftz™ Rewards accounts), bank accounts,
bankcards, and Ethereum and Bitcoin accounts will be listed within the Waulit™.
C.2 Giftz™ System with Multiple Instances – Local Giftz™ Ledger
Since Giftz™ financial transactions contain sensitive data, transactions must be protected during transfer
between two instances of the Giftz™ System. The transfer of financial data will be protected by the Giftz™
Local Ledger Server. One of these servers will be associated with each instance of the Giftz™ Application
Server. Giftz™ Applications System will be connected to the Local Giftz™ Ledger Server that will assist
users in managing their Identities, Certificates, and Financial Profiles.
With the Giftz™ Local Ledger Server users will be able to create/update their Identities and
Certificates. Giftz™ Financial Profiles will be updated automatically, as results of financial transactions, so
they will be shared with other Giftz™ users using Local Giftz™ Ledger Server.
C.3 The Giftz™ System – Global Giftz™ Ledger Infrastructure
In addition to being connected to the local instance of the Giftz™ System and to all remote Giftz™ Ledger
Servers associated with remote instances of the Giftz™ System, each Local Giftz™ Ledger Server will also be
linked to one or more Global Giftz™ Ledger Servers. Multiple Global Giftz™ Ledger Servers will
constitute the international Giftz™ Secure Ledger Infrastructure.
When users create or update their Identities and/or their Certificates, using the Waulit™ Dashboard interface
of the Local Giftz™ Ledger Server, the Local Server transfers Identities and Certificates to the Global Giftz™
Ledger Server to which there are associated. All Global Giftz™ Ledger Servers will be connected and
synchronized, so they will share updated Identities and Certificates of all users across the entire Giftz™
Applications Ecosystem.
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TECHNICAL RISKS
The following risks are described in detail as well as our mitigation plans and controls. In particular, the
®
®
largest risk is in the itCoin Black exchange market for (Ether, itCoin Black). This exposes Giftz™ then to
the risk from (Ether, USD) public markets. Both of these risks are managed by maintaining and enforcing
rules on distribution and size of itCoin® Black, Ether, and USD liquidity pools, as well as issuance strategies
®
®
of itC itCoin Black, which fund the liquidity pools, and internal exchange rates amongst itCoin Black, Gold,
and Silver.
Black Swan Event on itCoin® Black Market Price
Giftz™ ecosystem uses price controls to mitigate sensitivity to public market forces acting within the external
token exchange blockchain for the (Ether, itCoin® Black) market. Since itCoin® Black coins are only sold by
Giftz™ at the Ether price peg rate, e.g. equivalent Ether price to $100 (example only) per coin, (Ether, USD)
market rates and (Ether, itCoin® Black) market speculation activity both contribute to the up and down Ether
price pressure for itCoin® Black tokens. This is depicted in Figure 3 below using hypothetical $10US value.

EXAMPLE ONLY: Figure 3 Giftz™ hypothetical $10USD/itCoin® Peg
The

!"#
!"#$!%

Giftz™ price control is powered by the dynamics of the Ether and USD liquidity pool and relative

size to each other. Use case (D) above describes how the enforced USD price peg for 1 itCoin® Black
effects downstream (ETH,USD) and (ETH,itCoin® Black) markets. Figure 4 below depicts the dynamics
between both pools which ultimately feed and power the price control at the same USD price peg.
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Figure 4 Giftz™ hypothetical $10USD/itCoin® Peg Powered by Ether & USD Liquidity Pools
®

At issuance, the only seller of itCoin Black coins will be Reward Media, Inc. and so this critical aspect of the
®
initial price control is simply rules based. However, as more itCoin Black is distributed out to the public
domain, the price controls and the algorithms behind the tokens will either maintain the Ether price peg or
move the Ether price peg up when algorithmic triggers are pulled by market forces. At certain times, the
gap between a higher Ether price peg and the best bid price may grow to be significant and cause lower
liquidity for the tokens, since the Giftz™ price controls are immediately buying lower ask prices from the
®
Giftz™ Ether pool. However, this lower liquidity on the (Ether, itCoin Black) public markets do not
®
negatively affect liquidity on the Giftz™ controlled exchange from the ecosystem itCoin Gold and Silver to
®
itCoin Black or vice versa.
®

This managed risk approach employs Ether and USD liquidity pools to enforce an itCoin Black Ether price
®
®
peg, funded by itCoin Black sales over public markets and internal itCoin Gold and Silver exchange. The
®
price control rules distribute itCoin Black sales revenue between Ether and USD. For example, at the initial
®
®
issuance of itCoin Black, the sole seller is Giftz™. Giftz™ will sell each itCoin Black at the Ether pegged
price to public market and the resulting sales revenue feeds into the Ether and USD liquidity pools at some
®
distribution. As purchasers acquire itCoin Black coins and then offer their coins at a lower price than the
peg, Giftz™ will execute on those sell offers using the Ether liquidity pool, at regular and frequent buying
intervals, and, at times, requiring the use of the USD liquidity pool to buy more Ether. Any difference from the
higher peg price to the lower sales price is revenue into Giftz™. This buy demand provides upward price
pressure, bringing the market price back up to the peg and/or lower (Ether, itCoin® Black) market liquidity.
Ultimately, the goal is to protect the itCoin® Black holder, by supporting an itCoin® Gold and Silver
exchange rate that retains as much value as possible against any large downturns on i itCoin® Black market
price. A graphical depiction of the high-‐level coin flows is below.
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RISK CONTROLS	
  
(A) Liquidity Pool Price Peg

®

Only itCoin Gold and Silver coins are used within the Giftz™ ecosystem, thereby providing a gating
®
mechanism that blocks any itCoin Black coins from entering into the Giftz™ ecosystem, as depicted in the
High Level Coins Flow diagram above. Effectively, this places price sensitivity risk on the exchange from
®
Black to Gold or Silver coins. In particular, itCoin Black coins in the public domain may be offered at an
Ether price that is lower than the Giftz sell peg price. Those offered public domain Black coins will be bought
from the Giftz™ Ether liquidity pool and the difference between the higher peg price and the lower offered
®
price represents revenue to Giftz™, since those itCoin Black coins were sold by Giftz™ at the peg price.
Large sell pressure may derive from large, negative USD price drops of Ether, in which case, the USD
liquidity pool is used to buy more Ether to increase the supply of Ether from the Ether liquidity pool to finance
®
®
maintenance of the USD value of itCoin Black and the Ether price peg of itCoin Black.
If any of these coins are bought by external buyers other than Giftz™, before Giftz™ can buy within a buying
®
interval, those Black coins can be exchanged for itCoin Gold and Silver coins at a favorable rate to the
external buyer. However, there is no loss in covering costs for Gold and Silver use cases since the Ether
behind the original sale of those coins is still in the Ether liquidity pool to cover the balance of costs, in
®
addition to the USD liquidity pool to offset any negative effects on USD price of Ether. The itCoin Black
®
Issuance & Sale and itCoin Black Market Price Peg diagrams across time shows the effects of the Ether
®
and itCoin Black liquidity pools, assuming a stable USD price on Ether. As mentioned before, but worth
emphasizing, the USD liquidity pool mitigates lower USD price on Ether.
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TOKEN SALE: CURRENT PRICE IS $1.00 PER ITCOIN®BLACK (subject to change).
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®

There are several internal cost calculations that drive the baseline rates of exchange for itCoin Gold and
®
Silver coins. These calculations take into account the costs to support each of the use cases for itCoin Gold
and Silver coins across merchants and retail consumers. Given this, the rates will change over time, but
®
slowly and will not be driven by downward price pressures of itCoin Black from public markets.
(B) Upward itCoin® Black Price Management
®
The risk controls enforce a peg price for itCoin Black coins to ensure stable USD value to minimize loss
®
across Gold and Silver coin exchanges for itCoin Black within the Giftz™ ecosystem. However, upward
®
®
price is managed as well as market demand increases for itCoin Black. Rising itCoin Black price is
®
attributed to 2 main forces (1) increased demand from public perception of itCoin Black value versus it’s
utility and (2) dropping USD price of Ether. Any combination of both market forces, causes Giftz™ to raise the
®
peg, thereby, creating more buys of itCoin Black from the Ether and USD liquidity pools, as previously
®
discussed. However, merchants and retail consumers that have bought itCoin Black on lower prices,
®
obviously benefit from a higher and enforced itCoin Black market peg. Additionally, any difference in price
between the previous and lower Speg and the higher Spub amounts to revenue for Giftz™, constrained by
®
enforcing a minimum size on the itCoin Black liquidity pool. This continues until the price peg is raised to
decrease demand. This enforces a dynamic but controlled peg price which increases by a set percent
interval. This minimizes total time that market price is below the peg price. Additionally, this control is
®
implemented via trading and monitor bots across all the public markets for itCoin Black.
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(C) Internal Exchange DPOS Blockchain
Consideration on performance and cost of internal exchange and transfer transactions across the entire user
base of merchants and retail consumers is a primary requirement. In light of this consideration, a DPOS
blockchain that includes support either inherently or via decentralized applications of token management and
exchange and whichcan support many thousands of confirmed transactions per second is a key part of the
Giftz™ backend architecture. However, a mechanism and protocol needs to be in place to exchange ERC20

tokens to DPOS blockchain tokens. In the interim, the Giftz™ web frontend aggregates balances across
applicable blockchains, creating the appearance of cross-‐ledger transactions. Giftz™ will leverage the
Interledger Protocol or another Hash-Time-Lock-Contracts (HTLC) based tool such as XCAT to accomplish
this.
The architecture diagram below depicts how the interim solution wallet architecture is stacked without the
final cross-ledger solution. The web wallet simply provides an aggregate report of balances from separate
blockchain queries.

The interim, non-cross-ledger transaction diagram shows how an example exchange from the Ethereum
blockchain to the DPOS blockchain will work. Note that there is an air gap between the specific blockchain
wallets. In that air gap, Giftz™ will calculate the number of Gold and Silver coins to deposit to the
customer’s wallet and transfer those coins from the Giftz™ DPOS wallet to the consumer DPOS wallet.
With the final cross-‐ledger solution, there is no air gap and no need to have the Giftz™ Ether and DPOS
wallets involved in the transaction.
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(D) Smart Black/Ether Exchange Contract and Monitor Bots
®
Merchants and consumers may purchase itCoin Black coins through an Ethereum smart contract that
®
®
returns itCoin Black coins for Ether at the pegged rate (for example 3.33 itCoin Black coins for 1 Ether,
®
given a pegged value of $100 USD) per itCoin Black on the current average Ether price of $333 USD.
®
Additionally, itCoin Black coins may also be bought over various crypto exchanges. For each exchange
®
®
that supports itCoin Black markets (Ether, itCoin Black), Giftz™ runs monitoring bots to watch for any ask/
®
sell offers of itCoin Black that falls effectively below $100 per coin, in our example.
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(E) Ether & USD liquidity pool to mitigate lower price pressure, balance between Ether and USD
based on algorithm
Ether and USD balance is determined by the amount of downward price pressure over public markets and
relative Ether and USD prices. When price goes down, we need to buy more itCoin® Black, which means we
need to spend USD to buy Ether which in turns is used to buy itCoin® Black.

(F) Preferred customer and merchant exchange rate below peg from itCoin® Gold and Silver to Black
as a value add.
(G) Management and ownership of all itCoin® Gold and Silver and a large percentage of Black
blockchain crypto wallets
Giftz controls all itCoin® Gold and Silver transactions and for itCoin® Black transactions, we anticipate over
90% users allowing Giftz to manage and own their Ethereum crypto wallets. This control allows Giftz to feed
the price control models and liquidity pool parameters to better reflect the total volume of uncontrolled
itCoin® Black tokens.
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INVESTORS/ADVISORS

Advisory Team

Gitfz™ is powered by an A-list Rewards Media, Inc. team and Investors/Advisors; John Paukulis (exParamount Pictures), Emilio Diez Barroso (Televisa Family), Linda Giambrone (Head of NBC Primetime
TV), Steven McClurg (Pres & COO Crowdfunder.com), Eyal Hertzog (Co-Founder; Bancor), Michael
Kaplan (Activision), Alon Goren (Crowd Invest Summit), Rayaan Arif (FundingTree), James Sowers (ICO
Specialist), Erick & Bryan Went (MatterLabs), Paul Newton (ex- CFO Spectrum Bank), Zane
Witherspoon (Dispatch), Oren Shepes (WWP), Michael Panesis (ex-Chair of Tech Coast Angles) David
Cho (Blockchain Guru), Sead Muftic (Blockchain Security Expert) Peter Williams (Founder Ace Portal)
Martin Tate (Carman Lehanof Israelsen LLP) and Rob Caulfield (Founder of TrustCommerce).
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RISK DISCLOSURES
Currency Regulation Risks
Governments are still grappling with public policy on the regulation of crypto-currencies as a form
of settlement in trade. Governments adverse to the proliferation of the use of crypto -currencies in
local commerce could issue laws and regulations deeming the use of crypto -currencies a
regulated activity. In recent weeks, countries such as China and Korea have issued regulations or
statements prohibiting token sales, while other countries have sought to bring the sale of tokens
within the regulator control of securities offerings. This could result in holders of ItCoin Blacks
being unable to use their ItCoin Blacks in the future without further regulatory compliance by
ItCoin Black.
Risks Associated With Use of Giftz Network
Use of crypto-currency exchanges are complex and subject to stringent qualification
requirements. There is no guarantee that the developers will be able to successfully create a
blockchain based global loyalty rewards network. The failure to establish a network will result in
decreased liquidity of the ItCoin Black as a form of settlement currency within the GIftz Network.
Risks Associated With Token Sales
ItCoin Blacks are not investment products. Rather, ItCoin Blacks serve a specific function within the
Giftz Network, which is the provide and redeem customer loyalty rewards. Without the ItCoin, the
general public may not access the GIftz Network. There is also no expectation of future profit or
gain from the acquisition of ItCoin Black. For these and other reasons, we believe the sale of ItCoin
Black does not constitute a public offering of securities subject to prospectus registration
requirements.
However, public policy towards token sales is changing, and it is conceivable that regulators may in
the future seek to broaden the scope of regulation of token sales. This could make token sales
subject to registration requirements in the United States and similar jurisdictions. If the ItCoin Black
token sale becomes subject to registration requirements, this would delay or potentially
postpone the proposed ItCoin Black token sale indefinitely.
Regulatory changes or actions may alter the nature of an investment in the Securities or restrict
the use of blockchain in a manner that adversely affects an investment in the Securities.
Until recently, little or no regulatory attention has been directed toward blockchain technologies
by U.S. federal and state governments, foreign governments and self-regulatory agencies. As
blockchain technology and crypto coins have grown in popularity and in market size, the U.S.
Congress and certain U.S. agencies (e.g., FinCEN and the Federal Bureau of Investigation) have
begun to examine the operations of the Bitcoin network and other blockchain technologies,
blockchain users and the various crytpocoin exchange markets. Local state regulators such as
the California Department of Financial Institutions and the New York State Department of
Financial Services have also initiated examinations of Bitcoin and other cryptocoins.
Additionally, a U.S. federal magistrate judge in the U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of
Texas has ruled that "Bitcoin is a currency or form of money," although there is no indication yet
whether other courts or federal or state regulators will follow the federal magistrate’s opinion. There
is a possibility of future regulatory change altering, perhaps to a material extent, the nature of an
investment in the Securities or the ability of the Company to continue to operate. Currently, neither
the SEC nor the CFTC has formally asserted regulatory authority over cryptocoin network or
cryptocoin trading and ownership.
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Regulation of tokens (including itCoin) and token offerings such as this, cryptocurrencies,
blockchain technologies, and cryptocurrency exchanges currently is undeveloped and likely to
rapidly evolve, varies significantly among international, federal, state and local jurisdictions
and is subject to significant uncertainty. Various legislative and executive bodies in the United
States and in other countries may in the future, adopt laws, regulations, guidance, or other
actions, which may severely impact the development and growth of the itCoin Network and the
adoption and utility of the Tokens. Failure by the Company, the itCoin Foundation or certain
users of the itCoin Network to comply with any laws, rules and regulations, some of which may
not exist yet or are subject to interpretation and may be subject to change, could result in a
variety of adverse consequences, including civil penalties and fines.
As blockchain networks and blockchain assets have grown in popularity and in market size,
federal and state agencies have begun to take interest in, and in some cases regulate, their use
and operation. In the case of virtual currencies, state regulators like the New York Department
of Financial Services have created new regulatory frameworks. Others, as in Texas, have
published guidance on how their existing regulatory regimes apply to virtual currencies. Some
states, like New Hampshire, North Carolina, and Washington, have amended their state's
statutes to include virtual currencies into existing licensing regimes. Treatment of virtual
currencies continues to evolve under federal law as well. The Department of the Treasury, the
Securities Exchange Commission, and the Commodity Futures Trading Commission, for
example, have published guidance on the treatment of virtual currencies. The IRS released
guidance treating virtual currency as property that is not currency for US federal income tax
purposes, although there is no indication yet whether other courts or federal or state regulators
will follow this classification. Both federal and state agencies have instituted enforcement
actions against those violating their interpretation of existing laws.
The regulation of non-currency use of blockchain assets is also uncertain. The CFTC has
publicly taken the position that certain blockchain assets are commodities, and the SEC has
issued a public report stating federal securities laws require treating some blockchain assets as
securities. To the extent that a domestic government or quasi-governmental agency exerts
regulatory authority over a blockchain network or asset, the itCoin Network and the Tokens may
be materially and adversely affected.
Blockchain networks also face an uncertain regulatory landscape in many foreign jurisdictions
such as the European Union, China and Russia. Various foreign jurisdictions may, in the near
future, adopt laws, regulations or directives that affect the itCoin ecosystem. Such laws,
regulations or directives may conflict with those of the United States or may directly and
negatively impact our business. The effect of any future regulatory change is impossible to
predict, but such change could be substantial and materially adverse to the development and
growth of the itCoin ecosystem and the adoption and utility of the Tokens.
New or changing laws and regulations or interpretations of existing laws and regulations, in the
United States and other jurisdictions, may materially and adversely impact the value of the
currency in which the Tokens may be exchanged, the value of the distributions that may be
made by the itCoin ecosystem, the liquidity of the Tokens, the ability to access marketplaces
or exchanges on which to trade the Tokens, and the structure, rights and transferability of
Tokens.
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Cryptocurrencies currently faces an uncertain regulatory landscape in not only the United
States but also in many foreign jurisdictions such as the European Union.
While the German Ministry of Finance has declared Bitcoin to be "Rechnungseinheiten" (a
form of private money that is recognized as a unit of account, but not recognized in the same
manner as fiat currency), and this determination could extend to other types of cryptocoins,
most regulatory bodies have not yet issued official statements regarding intention to regulate
or determinations on regulation of cryptocoins, cryptocoin users and blockchain networks.
Conversely, regulatory bodies in some countries such as Canada and India have declined to
exercise regulatory authority when afforded the opportunity. Such laws, regulations or
directives may conflict with those of the United States and may negatively impact the
acceptance of cryptocurrencies by users, merchants and service providers outside of the
United States and may therefore impede the growth of the blockchain standard. We are not
able to predict the effect of any future regulatory change on the Company, but such change
could be substantial and adverse to the Company or the value of our capital stock.
It may be illegal now, or in the future, to acquire, own, hold, sell or use cryptocurrencies in
one or more countries.
Although currently cryptocoins are not regulated or are lightly regulated in most countries,
including the United States, one or more countries may take regulatory actions in the future
that severely restricts the right to acquire, own, hold, sell or use cryptocoins or to exchange
cryptocoins for fiat currency. Such an action may also result in the restriction of ownership,
holding or trading in the itCoins or the Company’s capital stock. Such a restriction could result
in the termination and liquidation of the Company at a time that is disadvantageous to
Purchasers, or may adversely affect an investment in the Company.
The Company may be deemed a "money transmitter.”
To the extent that the activities of the Company cause it to be deemed a "money transmitter"
under the regulations promulgated by FinCEN under the authority of the U.S. Bank Secrecy
Act, the Company may be required to comply with FinCEN regulations, including those that
would mandate the Company to implement anti-money laundering programs, make certain
reports to FinCEN and maintain certain records. Such additional regulatory obligations may
cause the Company to incur extraordinary expenses, possibly affecting an investment in the
Notes in a material and adverse manner. Additionally, certain states including California,
Hawaii, New Mexico, Connecticut, Georgia, Washington, New Hampshire, Idaho and New York
require virtual currency businesses to register on the state level as money transmitters.
Current and future legislation, CFTC and SEC rulemaking and other regulatory
developments may impact the manner in which cryptocoins are treated for classification
and clearing purposes.
In October 2017, the CCFTC published a Primer on cryptocurrencies and blockchain
technology. In that Primer, the CTFC stated that virtual currencies are commodities and as
such is positioning itself as a regulator over cryptocurrencies. This may have an impact on
token sales. They further added that virtual tokens may be commodities or derivatives
contracts depending on the particular facts and circumstances.
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In the future, cryptocurrencies may not be excluded from the definition of "commodity future" or
"security" by such future CFTC and SEC rulemaking, respectively. As of the date of this
Memorandum, there has been limited direction from the SEC regarding the treatment of
cryptocoins or rights associated therewith as securities. In a recent release, the SEC held that
the sale of certain tokens constituted the sale of securities, in that the tokens qualified as an
“investment contract” using the “Howey” test. It is uncertain how the sale of itCoins or tokens in
the future will be treated or if such sale will constitute a sale of securities requiring registration.
The Company cannot be certain as to how future regulatory developments will impact the
treatment of cryptocoins under the law. Such additional registrations may result in
extraordinary expenses of the Company thereby materially and adversely impacting the Notes
and the value of the Company’s capital stock into which the Notes are convertible.
The itCoin ecosystem may not be widely adopted and may have limited users.
It is possible that the itCoin ecosystem and Giftz network will not be used by a large number
of individuals, companies and other entities or that there will be limited public interest in the
creation and development of distributed ecosystems more generally or distributed
applications to be used on the ecosystem. Such a lack of use or interest could negatively
impact the development of the itCoin ecosystem and Giftz Network and therefore the potential
utility of tokens.
Alternative networks may be established that compete with or are more widely used than
the Giftz Network and itCoin Ecosystem.
It is possible that alternative networks could be established that utilize the same or similar
open source code and protocol underlying the itCoin ecosystem and attempt to facilitate
services that are materially similar to the services. The Giftz network may compete with
these alternative networks, which could negatively impact the Company’s business.
This Issuance of itCoin May Constitute the Issuance of a “Security” Under U.S. Federal
Securities Laws
itCoin is a token that can be used within the Giftz Network and ecosystem to obtain
discounts and products from participating merchants. Due to the nature of itCoin, we do
not think it should be considered a “security” as that term is defined in the Act.
On July 25, 2017, the United States Securities and Exchange Commission (the “Commission”)
issued a Report of Investigation under Section 21(a) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934
(the “Exchange Act”) describing an SEC investigation of The DAO, a virtual organization, and
its use of distributed ledger or blockchain technology to facilitate the offer and sale of DAO
Tokens to raise capital. The Commission applied existing U.S. federal securities laws to this
new paradigm, determining that DAO Tokens were securities. The Commission stressed that
those who offer and sell securities in the U.S. are required to comply with federal securities
laws, regardless of whether those securities are purchased with virtual currencies or
distributed with blockchain technology. The Commission’s announcement, and the related
Report, may be found here: https://Black.sec.gov/news/press-release/2017-131.
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After reviewing the Report, we believe that itCoin is substantially different from DAO
Tokens, and should not be considered a “security” under U.S. federal securities laws.
Nevertheless, as noted by the Commission, the issuance of tokens represents a new
paradigm and the application of the federal securities laws to this new paradigm is very fact
specific. If itCoin were deemed to be a security under U.S. federal securities laws then, prior
to the issuance of itCoin, we may be required to register to such issuance under the
Securities Act or seek an exemption from registration. The registration of itCoin under the
Securities Act would result in significant delay in the issuance of itCoin and would require us to
incur substantial additional expense.
On September 25, 2017, the SEC announced enforcement initiatives to combat cyber-based
threats and protect retail investors, which includes initiatives to bring enforcement actions
against issuers of cryptocurrencies. In October, the SEC brought actions against two token
issuers for fraud and violation of securities laws.
The prices of blockchain assets are extremely volatile. Fluctuations in the price of digital
assets could materially and adversely affect our business, and the Tokens may also be
subject to significant price volatility.
The prices of blockchain assets such as Bitcoin have historically been subject to dramatic
fluctuations and are highly volatile, and the market price of the exchangeable itCoin tokens may
also be highly volatile.
Several factors may influence the market price of the itCoin tokens, including, but not limited to:
• Global blockchain asset supply;
• Global blockchain asset demand, which can be influenced by the growth of retail merchants'
and commercial businesses' acceptance of blockchain assets like cryptocurrencies as
payment for goods and services, the security of online blockchain asset exchanges and
digital wallets that hold blockchain assets, the perception that the use and holding of
blockchain assets is safe and secure, and the regulatory restrictions on their use;
• Investors’ expectations with respect to the rate of inflation;
• Changes in the software, software requirements or hardware requirements underlying
the itCoin ecosystem;
• Changes in the rights, obligations, incentives, or rewards for the various participants in
the itCoin ecosystem;
• Interest rates;
• Currency exchange rates, including the rates at which digital assets may be exchanged for
fiat currencies;
• Fiat currency withdrawal and deposit policies of blockchain asset exchanges on which the
itCoin tokens may be traded and liquidity on such exchanges;
• Interruptions in service from or failures of major blockchain asset exchanges on which
the itCoin tokens may be traded;
• Investment and trading activities of large investors, including private and registered
funds, that may directly or indirectly invest in the itCoin tokens or other blockchain
assets;
• Monetary policies of governments, trade restrictions, currency devaluations and revaluations;
• Regulatory measures, if any, that affect the use of blockchain assets such as the tokens;
• The maintenance and development of the open-source software protocol of the itCoin tokens;
• Global or regional political, economic or financial events and situations; or
• Expectations among blockchain assets participants that the value of the itCoin
tokens or other blockchain assets will soon change.
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Taxation Risks
The use of ItCoin Black tokens as a form of settlement currency may or may not be subject to
local income tax, capital gain taxes, VAT or other forms of taxes. This uncertainty in tax
legislation may expose merchants and customers alike to unforeseen future tax consequences
associated with the use of ItCoin Black as a settlement currency, and/or the trading of tokens or
ItCoin Black for capital gains.
Capital Control Risks
Many jurisdictions, such as China impose strict controls on the cross-border flow of
capital. Holders of ItCoin Blacks may be subject to these regulations and/or arbitrary
enforcement of such regulations at any time. This would make the transfer of ItCoin Blacks
out of the local jurisdiction to overseas exchanges an unlawful activity exposing the user of
ItCoin Blacks to government fines or other regulatory sanction.
CTF and Anti-Money Laundering Regulations
The United States has issued a series of regulations to combat terrorist financing (CTF) and
money-laundering activities. Many other countries have enacted similar legislation to control the
flow of capital for such illicit activities. The use of crypto-currencies by bad actors would breach
such regulations.
Any illicit use of the ItCoin Black could seriously impact the
global reputation of the Giftz network. In such event, it is not inconceivable that this could
trigger scrutiny by CTF and anti-money laundering regulators and potentially cause significant
disruption to the distribution and circulation of tokens and ItCoin Black in the Giftz ecosystem.
On the Ethereum blockchain, timing of block production is determined by proof of work so block
production can occur at random times. For example, ETH contributed to the Giftz Distribution
Contract in the final seconds of a distribution period may not get included for that period. Buyer
acknowledges and understands that the Ethereum blockchain may not include the Buyer’s
transaction at the time Buyer expects and Buyer may not receive ItCoin Black tokens the same
day Buyer sends ETH. The Ethereum blockchain is prone to periodic congestion during which
transactions can be delayed or lost. Individuals may also intentionally spam the Ethereum
network in an attempt to gain an advantage in purchasing cryptographic tokens. Buyer
acknowledges and understands that Ethereum block producers may not include Buyer’s
transaction when Buyer wants or Buyer’s transaction may not be included at all. ItCoin Black
tokens may be subject to expropriation and or/theft. Hackers or other malicious groups or
organizations may attempt to interfere with the Giftz Distribution Contract or the ItCoin Black
tokens in a variety of ways, including, but not limited to, malware attacks, denial of service
attacks, consensus-based attacks, Sybil attacks, smurfing and spoofing. Furthermore, because
the Ethereum platform rests on open source software and ItCoin Black tokens are based on
open source software, there is the risk that Ethereum smart contracts may contain intentional or
unintentional bugs or weaknesses which may negatively affect the ItCoin Black tokens or result
in the loss of Buyer’s ItCoin Black tokens, the loss of Buyer’s ability to access or control Buyer’s
ItCoin Black tokens or the loss of ETH in Buyer’s account. In the event of such a software bug
or weakness, there may be no remedy and holders of ItCoin Black tokens are not guaranteed
any remedy, refund or compensation.
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The Project and all of the matters set forth in the White Paper are new and untested. The
Project might not be capable of completion, implementation or adoption. It is possible that
no blockchain utilizing the Project will ever be launched and there may never be an
operational platform. Even if the Project is completed, implemented and adopted, it might
not function as intended, and any tokens associated with a blockchain adopting the
Project may not have functionality that is desirable or valuable. Also, technology is
changing rapidly, so the ItCoin Black tokens and the Project may become outdated. The
regulatory status of cryptographic tokens, digital assets and blockchain technology is
unclear or unsettled in many jurisdictions. It is difficult to predict how or whether
governmental authorities will regulate such technologies. It is likewise difficult to predict
how or whether any governmental authority may make changes to existing laws,
regulations and/or rules that will affect cryptographic tokens, digital assets, blockchain
technology and its applications. Such changes could negatively impact ItCoin Black
tokens in various ways, including, for example, through a determination that ItCoin Black
tokens are regulated financial instruments that require registration. Company may cease
the distribution of ItCoin Black tokens, the development of the Project or cease operations
in a jurisdiction in the event that governmental actions make it unlawful or commercially
undesirable to continue to do so.
The Company’s principal competitors may have greater financial resources than those
available to the Company and thus be in a better position to attract talent, initiate projects
and offer lower prices for electricity which is a crucial factor for miners of bitcoin.
The Company’s ability to remain competitive may depend in part upon its ability to
develop new and enhanced products or services and to introduce these products or
services in a timely and cost- effective manner. In addition, product and service
introductions or enhancements by the Company’s competitors or the use of other
technologies could cause a decline in sales or loss of market acceptance of the
Company’s existing products and services.
There can be no assurances that the Company shall be successful in selecting,
developing, and marketing new products and services or in enhancing its existing
products or services. Failure to do so successfully may adversely affect the Company’s
business, financial condition and results of operations.
The Company’s ability to realize its objectives shall be dependent on its ability to attract
and retain additional, qualified personnel. Competition for such personnel can be intense,
and there can be no assurance that the Company’s results shall not be adversely affected
by difficulty in attracting and/ or retaining qualified personnel.
The industry in which Company operates is new, and may be subject to heightened
oversight and scrutiny, including investigations or enforcement actions. There can be no
assurance that governmental authorities will not examine the operations of Company
and/or pursue enforcement actions against Company. Such governmental activities may
or may not be the result of targeting Company in particular. All of this may subject
Company to judgments, settlements, fines or penalties, or cause Company to restructure
its operations and activities or to cease offering certain products or services, all of which
could harm Company’s reputation or lead to higher operational costs, which may in turn
have a material adverse effect on the ItCoin Black tokens and/or the development of the
Project.
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Disclaimer
The Company has prepared a white paper and other materials concerning the sale of ItCoin
Black Tokens, which are available at [URL] (the “White Paper”). The White Paper, as it may be
amended from time to time, is hereby incorporated by reference. The ItCoin Black tokens will
be distributed to buyers thereof pursuant to the Giftz Distribution Contract. Company makes no
representations or warranties, express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties
of title or implied warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose with respect to
the Giftz Distribution Contract or the ItCoin Black Tokens or their utility, or the ability of anyone
to purchase or use the ItCoin Black Tokens. Without limiting the foregoing, none of the
Company Parties represent or warrant that the process of purchasing and/or receiving the
ItCoin Black Tokens will be uninterrupted or error-free or that the ItCoin Black Tokens are
reliable and error-free. As a result, Buyer acknowledges and understands that Buyer may
never receive ItCoin Black Tokens and may lose the entire amount Buyer paid to Company.
Buyer shall provide an accurate digital wallet address to Company for receipt of any ItCoin
Black Tokens distributed to Buyer pursuant to the Giftz Distribution Contract.
The sale of ItCoin Black tokens and the ItCoin Black tokens themselves are not securities,
commodities, swaps on either securities or commodities, or a financial instrument of any kind.
Purchases and sales of ItCoin Black tokens are not subject to the protections of any laws
governing those types of financial instruments. White Paper does not constitute a prospectus
or offering document, and is not an offer to sell, nor the solicitation of an offer to buy an
investment, a security, commodity, or a swap on either a security or commodity. Buyer should
not purchase ItCoin Black for investment purposes. ItCoin Black are not designed for
investment purposes and should not be considered as a type of investment.
Buyer acknowledges, understands and agrees that Buyer should not expect and there is no
guarantee or representation or warranty by Company that: (i) the project will ever be adopted;
the project will be adopted as developed by Company and not in a different or modified form;
(ii) a blockchain utilizing or adopting the project will ever be launched; and (iii) a blockchain
will ever be launched with or without changes to the project. Buyer acknowledges and agrees
that Buyer is not purchasing ItCoin Black for purposes of investment, speculation, as some
type of arbitrage strategy, for immediate resale or other financial purposes. The project is still
under development and may undergo significant changes over time. Although the Company
intends for the project to have the features and specifications set forth in the Whitepaper,
Company may make changes to such features and specifications for any number of reasons,
any of which may mean that the Giftz Platform does not meet Buyer’s expectations.
This whitepaper has been prepared by Rewards Media, Inc. for the sole purpose of
introducing the technical aspects of the Giftz network, its associated platform components,
and its underlying blockchain protocol Ethereum.
The whitepaper is not an offering document or prospectus, and is not intended to provide the
basis of any investment decision or contract. The information presented in this whitepaper is
of a technical engineering nature only, and has not been subject to independent audit,
verification or analysis by any professional legal, accounting, engineering or financial
advisers. The whitepaper does not purport to include information that a buyer of ItCoin Blacks
might require to form any purchase decision, and, in particular, does not comprehensively
address risks of the ItCoin Black, which are numerous and significant.
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Rewards Media, Inc. (along with its directors, officers and employees), does not assume any
liability or responsibility whatsoever for the accuracy or completeness of information
contained in this whitepaper, or for correcting any errors herein. Furthermore, should you
choose to participate in the initial sale of ItCoin Black, Rewards Media, Inc. does not assume any
liability or responsibility whatsoever for any loss of market value of ItCoin Blacks.
The content of this whitepaper is technically challenging and requires a high degree of
familiarity with distributed ledger technology in order to comprehend the ItCoin Black and its
associated engineering risks.
Recipients of this document are encouraged to seek external advice, and are solely responsible
for making their own assessment of the matters herein, including assessment of risks, and
consulting their own technical and professional advisers.
"Forward looking statements"
This whitepaper contains statements related to our future business and financial performance and
future events or developments involving Rewards Media, Inc. that may constitute forward-looking
statements. These statements may be identified by words such as "expect," "look forward to,"
"anticipate" "intend," "plan," "believe," "seek," "estimate," "will," "project" or words of similar
meaning. We may also make forward-looking statements in other reports, in presentations, in
material delivered to shareholders and in press releases. In addition, our representatives may
from time to time make oral forward-looking statements. Such statements are based on the
current expectations and certain assumptions of Rewards Media, Inc.’s management, of which
many are beyond Rewards Media, Inc.’s control. These are subject to a number of risks,
uncertainties and factors, including, but not limited to those described in this whitepaper.
Should one or more of these risks or uncertainties materialize, or should underlying expectations
not occur or assumptions prove incorrect, the actual results, performance or achievements of
Rewards Media, Inc. may (negatively or positively) vary materially from those described explicitly or
implicitly in the relevant forward-looking statement. Rewards Media, Inc. neither intends, nor
assumes any obligation, to update or revise these forward-looking statements in light of
developments which differ from those anticipated.
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